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if the homebrew compilation fails (see above), the root cause is probably something wrong with your
kernel and libc. if compiling succeeds on a linux host, but fails when the ppc emulator (ppc_emu) is
started, then likely the problem is in the emulator. try running the following command: if the
compilation fails on linux or when running the ppc_emu, the symptoms indicate the kernel has a bug.
one way to help fix the bug is to follow the instructions in devkitarm to rebuild your kernel. the
homebrew installation script will attempt to load "linux.usb.rbf.vbi.sf" at boot time from
"/boot/homebrew.data". if homebrew is not installed in "/boot/homebrew.data", then homebrew is not
yet installed on the system. to install homebrew, you must first boot into homebrew.bin and install the
homebrew.bin.tool package. if the homebrew installation script fails, you will have to rewrite the
filesystem. to do so, press a to boot your current configuration, and then select homebrew.bin from the
system settings menu. then press b to re-write the filesystem to the format which homebrew. run the
devkitpro installer to install the tools. a lot of the tooling should be automatically configured but if you
select the 'local' option during the devkitpro setup you will need to enter your user password. now we'll
be compiling homebrew source. the script we will be using is located in the
devkitpro\libctru\libctru\scripts\make. enter these commands to add the make directory to your path.
then re-run the script. what is different is the second make command. this tells the devkit that
homebrew is a cmake project.

Devkitpro Download

To install the devkit you will need to run the installer.devkit.windows.exe It will install the emulator and
devkit. To run, extract the devkit to a folder you want to keep. Run the emulator from the cmd.exe

shell. (To run Devkitpro, choose the Demo IDE (Fullscreen), then run demo.exe). To start the devkit run
demo.exe. For DS devkits you'll need to set the system clock to 20000 and then restart . Or, you can

set it manually in the console and relaunch.echo 20000 > /proc/sys/kernel/timecounter/devkitARM/drift
The emulator should also start up with the demos from the ziped DSNES and DSGBA example

directories. For the NES devkit, select the NES demo in the menu, for the SNES, select the SNES demo
in the menu, and for the GBA, select the GBA demo in the menu. Devkitpro Download Flashcart support
is disabled by default. You can enable it by setting the flashcart_enabled flag in config.txt. You will need
to make a custom firmware for each cart in order to flash it. The firmware is included with the emulator.

You will also need a CF reader if you plan on using a cart. I recommend using an NGEN driver and for
DFUs, An Out Of The 0 Ready CART FW. To flash a cart you must set the devkit_cheat flag, which

disables the inbuilt carts. We will download DevKitPro through the Downloads tab in the menu at the
top of the screen. Once we have downloaded the.exe we will need to run it. You will be prompted to

input the URL address where you downloaded the.zip file. Make sure that the correct path is entered, as
the devkit will still try and locate it if you have entered it incorrectly. Now press the Begin Download

button. Once the process is started it will take a while to download all the required files. Once the
download is complete the files can be copied to your computer. 5ec8ef588b
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